AN INTERVIEW
BY DAMIEN FOEGER
Assistant News Editor

How Feather: I think Damian Kulash, the front man of the band OK Go, is a bit like thousands of musicians - he’s been living in exile in Houston, Texas and como sically wrote the theme song to the movie “21”. He inspired you to do the trombone solo, which is usually pretty twisty, than what you guys normally do - it’s usually pretty mellow, but played all the way. We recorded an EP with a few shows, like coming to Truman State University.

I noticed on your Web site that you guys are very busy in the last year, but I’m happy your last record had a big break, we'll sort of keep going. We'll probably have some leftovers.

As for your in the past few months - we have a really good band, they actually are really light, and we had a really good band. And we've played a lot of shows, in various parts of the world. Sometimes we have to lip sync when we're up on the stage and we're really having fun. We just added this sort of gimmick in the show, sort of break people. Lines of the kind of weight of clothes that essentially British rock bands sometimes carry around. It was really fun, but it doesn't really depend on the band. Sometimes we have to lip sync to do it. But that's just kind of depends on the situation - we feel like we're in the moment.

OK Go lead singer talks tour, dance

Band finds worldwide success through YouTube, visits Truman

Damian Kulash (picted third from left) said OK Go looks to record their next album within the next year. OK Go incorporated a New Orleans twist in their new EP, coming in 2008.
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